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Security service edge partners
Better together with Silo’s dynamic context-based isolation

Transparent isolation wired into daily workflows
Securing access to business apps against today’s reality of roaming users, untrusted networks and personal devices is an

IT nightmare — especially so when those users are third parties like contractors and suppliers. Authentic8 enables its

security service edge (SSE) partners to provide context-aware security, control and visibility where enterprises struggle to

find a solution.

By integrating Silo’s API, partners can extend zero-trust network access and protection against risky web links by

providing their customers with dynamic, context-based isolation. Our isolation API allows for:

● Easy partner integration, and no software or downloads required by end users

● Transparent session isolation, rendering “in-tab” within a user’s local browser

● Policy enforcement in any workflow: site access, data transfer policies and more

Extend your platform to enable application access anywhere, on any device

● Allow your customers to protect sensitive data and critical applications without worrying about the "last-mile"

● Deliver zero-trust access with speed, simplicity (no client software) and cloud-native scalability

● Use the context of your SSE to give customers fine-grained control over when and where to enforce policies

● Provide customers visibility into how their data is being accessed, even if they don’t manage the user or device



Isolate risky web links for major attack surface reduction

● Offer customers protection against malicious websites by directing untrusted web links into isolation

● Help customers limit data leakage by restricting user actions on links redirected to isolation

● Seamlessly provide isolation to end users with no software install needed

Partner with Authentic8
Authentic8 is a pioneer in web isolation holding 25 U.S. patents. We operate a globally scaled, cloud-native, multi-tenant

security platform that’s validated by the most elite arms of the national security community and the Fortune 1000. Our

highly configurable architecture provides partners with access to multiple products, use cases, adoption methods and

form factors.

The Authentic8 Technology Partner Program includes:

● A commitment to a partner go-to-market model

● The option to brand the isolation experience as your own

● Flexible licensing options suited to your use cases

● Collateral and field training support to ensure success

Want to learn more about partnering with Authentic8? We’d love to chat!

Silo by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices from the things you can’t trust

like external websites, users and unmanaged devices. With a cloud-native platform, full isolation and complete

policy and audit control, Silo enables full use of the web without risk of exploit, data leak or resource misuse.
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